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ABSTRACT

Collaborative problem solving environments for scientists should contain the analysis tools the scientists require in addition to the remote collaboration tools used for general communication. Unfortunately, most scientific analysis tools have been designed for a "stand-alone mode" and cannot be easily modified to work well in a collaborative environment. This paper addresses the questions, "What features are desired in a scientific analysis tool contained within a collaborative environment?", "What are the tool design criteria needed to provide these features?", and "What support is required from the architecture to support these design criteria?"

First, the features of scientific analysis tools that are important for effective analysis in collaborative environments are listed. Next, several design criteria for developing analysis tools that will provide these features are presented. Then requirements for the architecture to support these design criteria are listed.

Some proposed architectures for collaborative problem solving environments are reviewed and their capabilities to support the specified design criteria are discussed. A deficiency in the most popular
architecture for remote application sharing, the ITU T.120 architecture, prevents it from supporting highly interactive, dynamic, high resolution graphics.

To illustrate that the specified design criteria can provide a highly effective analysis tool within a collaborative problem solving environment, a scientific analysis tool that contains the specified design criteria has been integrated into a collaborative environment and tested for effectiveness. The tests were conducted in collaborations between remote sites in the US and between remote sites on different continents. The tests showed that the tool (a tool for the visual analysis of computer simulations of physics) was highly effective for both synchronous and asynchronous collaborative analyses. The important features provided by the tool (and made possible by the specified design criteria) are:

1. The tool provides highly interactive, dynamic, high resolution, 3D graphics.

2. All remote scientists can view the same dynamic, high resolution, 3D scenes of the analysis as the analysis is being conducted.

3. The responsiveness of the tool is nearly identical to the responsiveness of the tool in a stand-alone mode.

4. The scientists can transfer control of the analysis between themselves.

5. Any analysis session or segment of an analysis session, whether done individually or collaboratively, can be recorded and posted on the Web for other scientists or students to download and play in either a collaborative or individual mode.

6. The scientist or student who downloaded the session can, individually or collaboratively, modify or extend the session with his/her own "what if" analysis of the data and post his/her version of the analysis back onto the Web.
7. The peak network bandwidth used in the collaborative sessions is only 1 K bit/second even though the scientists at all sites are viewing high resolution (1280x1024 pixels), dynamic, 3D scenes of the analysis.

The links between the specified design criteria and these performance features are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

Considerable research is being conducted on collaborative problem solving environments (CPSEs) because of the major benefits expected. (A list of current CPSE research projects with hyperlinks to the relevant web pages is given in the reference section.) In the past, major attention has been given to video, audio, whiteboards, chat rooms, and document sharing. However, for a scientist, the tools that he/she commonly uses for analysis are often more important than any of these. Therefore, CPSEs for scientists should also incorporate the analysis tools commonly used by the scientists.

Today, scientists are beginning to expect highly interactive, high resolution, dynamic, 3D graphical representations of their data or simulations because of the major improvements in computer graphics (even on the personal computers) and because of the high performance 3D graphics used in computer games. For many scientific applications, high performance graphics is not only expected, it is critical for effective visual analysis of complex data. Therefore, it is desirable for future scientific analysis tools to provide highly interactive, high resolution, dynamic, 3D graphics.
Some very effective tools have been developed for scientific analysis in a single user mode. Examples are Tecplot™, IDL™, Ensite™, and FieldView™. Unfortunately, most of the tools currently used for scientific analysis cannot be easily modified to work well in CPSEs. In the future, to take advantage of the major benefits of collaboration using CPSEs, it will be important to design scientific analysis tools so they can be used effectively in CPSEs.

This paper lists the features desirable in a collaborative analysis tool. Then the design criteria for creating analysis tools that can provide these features are specified. Next, some proposed architectures for collaborative CPSEs are reviewed and their capabilities to support the specified design criteria are discussed. Finally, an example to illustrate that the specified design criteria will provide the desired features in a collaborative scientific analysis tool is presented. The example consists of the integration into a CPSE of a commonly used scientific analysis tool that was created with these design criteria. This system has been tested between sites in the US and between sites on different continents. The results of these tests are presented and the performance is correlated with the design criteria.

FEATURES DESIRED IN COLLABORATIVE SCIENTIFIC ANALYSIS TOOLS

CPSEs for scientists should provide for both synchronous and asynchronous collaborative analysis. Important features for effective synchronous collaboration during scientific analysis are:

1. A user-computer interface with highly interactive, high resolution, dynamic, 3D graphics.

2. All scientists should be able to see the same view of the analysis simultaneously. Having individually controllable views is also desirable, but an ability to synchronize views is very important.

3. Control of the analysis should be transferable between scientists
4. The system should have nearly the same system responsiveness as if the tools were being operated in the stand-alone mode.

5. The system should provide the same quality of views of the analysis as if the tools were being operated in the stand-alone mode.

6. The scientists should be able to conduct the collaborative session using a network bandwidth commonly available to colleagues.

Additional features important for asynchronous collaboration during scientific analysis are:

1. Scientists should be able to record segments of an analysis session or all of an analysis session and post these for others to replay either collaboratively or individually.

2. Scientists should be able to easily edit and concatenate these session recordings.

3. Remote scientists should be able to easily replay these analysis sessions.

4. Remote scientists should, during replay of these analysis sessions, be able to modify or extend the analyses with their own "what if" analyses and post these sessions for others to replay.

Most scientific analysis tools available today cannot be easily modified to provide these features.

**DESIGN CRITERIA FOR ACHIEVING THESE DESIRED FEATURES**

Some design criteria for providing the above features are:

1. Utilize the high performance graphics becoming available (even on PCs) to represent the data or simulations with highly interactive, high resolution, dynamic, 3D scenes.

2. Provide a capability for recording a journal file of any segment of an analysis session.

3. Provide a capability for controlling the analysis tool with a journal file. (i.e., a capability to replay an analysis session or any segment of a session.)
4. Provide a capability to easily edit and concatenate the journal files.

5. Provide a capability to condense journal files to contain only the commands needed for effective playback.

REQUIREMENTS OF CPSE ARCHITECTURES TO SUPPORT THESE DESIGN CRITERIA

In order for an architecture to support the specified design criteria, it will need to provide the following:

1. Low latency communication between the remote sites. For synchronous collaboration with highly interactive computer-user interfaces, the interfaces for all sites must keep current with the interactions of the controlling site with nearly no perceptible delay. For example, when interactively manipulating 3D scenes, the scene position must not lag the controlling actions by a perceptible delay or controlling the scene becomes awkward. In addition, all sites should be viewing the same scene position simultaneously. Therefore, the events controlling the interfaces must be passed to all remote sites with low delay. It is unlikely that web based architectures that pass all communications using browsers through http servers (for example, with CGI) will be able to pass events between sites with sufficiently small delays to provide a suitably responsive interactive interface. On the other hand, the tests with RemoteFAST [20] (described in the sections below) show that an architecture that provides dedicated event handling ports between the remote sites does provide a highly responsive interactive interface.

2. Use of intelligent, compact communication between remote sites. Architectures that process high resolution scenes into pixels at one site and then send pixels to all other sites cannot currently provide the dynamic scenes that are desirable (and sometimes even
required) for scientific analyses. (There will be situations where sending pixels may be the best approach, but the designer should be aware that selecting this approach eliminates the possibility of providing high resolution, dynamic graphics with the network bandwidths that are commonly available between scientists.) The basic problem is that scientists currently receive greater than $10^9$ bits per second of visual information from their workstation screens (24 color bits per pixel, $10^6$ pixels per frame, and 60 frames per second) whereas the bandwidth that is commonly available between scientists is orders of magnitude less. Furthermore, scientists are reluctant to permit too much data compression for fear of creating visual artifacts that may misrepresent their data. (Even the low resolution scenes used in desktop video have not been widely accepted because of the low quality of the video scenes over networks that are typically available to scientists.)

Network bandwidths are increasing rapidly, and one may argue that networks will soon provide the bandwidths to send pixels over the network fast enough to equal the information bandwidth between the workstation and the user. However, it is likely that the information bandwidth between the workstation and the user will also increase. Workstation processing power has typically increased more rapidly than bandwidth, and it is likely that this power will be used provide larger and more sophisticated displays (such as autostereoscopic displays) and other types of sensory information. (We are not close to exceeding the information processing bandwidth of the human visual system. The human eye has one hundred times more receptors than pixels on the current workstation displays. Therefore, even if we knew how to efficiently map pixel information to receptors, we could increase the bandwidth by one hundred without exceeding the information processing bandwidth of the human visual system.)
Architectures that send window drawing commands (such as the ITU T.120 architecture [27]) also do not provide adequate performance for remote applications that require dynamic, high resolution graphics. To illustrate this, the reader can try to use Microsoft NetMeeting to share any application that uses dynamic, high resolution graphics, such as a VRML browser.

As illustrated in the TEST RESULTS section below, architectures that send application specific data and events for controlling applications that run at all sites (such as RemoteFAST [20]) can provide the high resolution dynamic scenes required for scientific visual analysis if the client computers at each site can render the scenes fast enough (see the next requirement). Fortunately, even the PCs are gaining the ability to render high resolution 3D scenes rapidly.

3. Sufficiently powerful computers at each remote site to support sophisticated client software.

The discussion of the previous requirement pointed out the need for adequate computer power at each user site to provide rapid rendering of high resolution 3D scenes. In addition, future computer-user interfaces will call for voice recognition, user tracking and awareness, support for haptic devices, and other features which will become available in the future. These features typically require substantial computing power and flexibility --- much more than is provided by the typical “thin client” computers. (For scientific research, it is still highly cost effective to invest in improving the computer-user interface. Therefore, designing computer-user interfaces for “thin clients” or other “lowest common denominator clients” is not wise.)
4. Event recording and playback (if the scientific analysis applications do not inherently provide this capability). For applications that do not provide event recording and playback, it may be possible to wrap the application so that event recording and playback is done by the wrapper.

**COMMENTS ON SOME PROPOSED ARCHITECTURES FOR CPSEs**

The most popular architecture for remote application sharing, ITU T.120 [27], is used in NetMeeting and other commercial CPSEs. This architecture is based on running the application on one computer and sending window drawing commands to all other sites. As discussed in the section above, this architecture does not provide adequate support for remote collaboration requiring high resolution, dynamic scenes. (However, there are applications that don't require high resolution, dynamic scenes, and the ITU T.120 architecture may be appropriate for these applications.)

Architectures such as WebFlow [9] (which is the basis for the DOD’s portal to high performance computing, the Gateway [8], and the commercial package, Tango [22]) are based on running the applications at all sites with dedicated communication ports for passing events between the applications. The test of RemoteFAST [20], described below, illustrates that this method does provide the high resolution dynamic scenes required for scientific visualization. (WebFlow is based on Java technology.)

Many of the CPSE systems are based on utilizing the Web browsers and CGI with http servers for all communications. This method is unlikely to provide the low latency required for collaboration with applications that use highly interactive computer-user interfaces.

The DOE is developing many building blocks that can be used for CPSEs. For example, some of the basic communications needs for CPSEs, such as reliable multicast, are being developed in the
Collaboratory Interoperability Framework Project (CIF) [2]. The Common Component Architecture Project (CCA) [1], does not yet have a complete implementation, but this project will likely provide components that are especially suited for scientific research.

INTEGRATION OF A TOOL WITH THE SPECIFIED DESIGN CRITERIA INTO A CPSE

A tool commonly used for visual analysis of computer simulations of physics, FAST [20], was integrated into a CPSE to illustrate how the design criteria above can provide the desired features listed above. (FAST is an acronym for Flow Analysis Software Toolkit.) How FAST achieved the design criteria is discussed first followed by a discussion of how FAST was integrated into a CPSE by taking advantage of these design criteria.

How FAST achieved the design criteria

FAST was designed for high performance, high resolution, dynamic 3D visual analysis of computer simulations of complex physics, and it has been a very popular tool for analysis in computational fluid dynamics. To achieve high performance, FAST launches parallel tasks that are all controlled by a central hub.

The highly interactive, dynamic, high resolution, 3D graphical user interface is achieved by utilizing efficient event handling within the parallel tasks, and by using computers with high performance 3D scene rendering. FAST was designed to run on SGI workstations and currently runs only on workstations. (Fortunately, even PC’s can now be obtained with high performance 3D scene rendering, so this design criteria no longer requires very expensive workstations.)

The capability for recording journal (script) files of analysis sessions is achieved by having each parallel task report events to the controlling central hub and having the hub record the events. The event handler
in each parallel task does not directly cause actions within the task. Instead, the handler sends an ASCII text (command script) representation of the action to the hub. The hub in turn records this script in a journal (script) file and then sends the command script back to the parallel task for execution.

The journal file playback (analysis session playback) capability is achieved by having the hub read the ASCII script from a journal file and send the command scripts to the appropriate parallel tasks. The tasks do not know whether the command scripts sent to it from the hub are the result of an event from within the task or from the hub's reading of a journal file during an analysis session replay. An advantage of this is that the scientist can play segments of a previous analysis, then continue the analysis with his/her own "what if" analyses, and then continue with other segments of previous analyses.

The capability to easily edit and concatenate the journal files is achieved by making the script commands ASCII text. Therefore, the files can be modified with a word processor.

The capability to condense the journal file is achieved with a special utility program. The only cause for large journal files in this system is the rapid recording of mouse movements that change the scene viewing position. These mouse movements are recorded very rapidly to provide rapid and accurate response recording. The utility program condenses the large number of very small transformations into fewer transformations that will provide equivalent smooth looking transformations on playback.

**Integration of FAST into a CPSE for synchronous collaboration**

To create a synchronous collaborative visualization tool, which we named remoteFAST [20], FAST was combined with a program to handle sockets. To start the synchronous session, FAST is launched with the data to be analyzed at all sites. In addition, the program to handle sockets at each site is launched to create a daemon dedicated to efficient passing of events between the sites. During the session, the controlling remoteFAST site simply detects the script commands as they are being recorded into the
journal file and sends the same script commands over the network to all controlled remoteFAST sites. At the controlled sites, FAST simply reads the incoming script commands (as though they were being read from recorded journal files on the local disk) and passes them onto the FAST hub.

This technique provides many advantages. It is simple. The bandwidth between sites need not be large (because only script commands are sent between sites). And, the system response experienced by the users is nearly the same as the response in stand-alone mode. The system response is very good because the dedicated socket daemons provide a nearly unnoticeable delay in sending the script commands over the network, because intelligent information is sent between sites (rather than pixels), and because the 3D scene rendering is performed by the local computer. Therefore, all remote scientists appear to be seeing the same high resolution, dynamic, 3D scenes simultaneously. (See the TEST RESULTS section for details.)

RemoteFAST is normally used along with a desktop video tool if the network bandwidth permits, or along with a normal phone conference if the network bandwidth doesn't permit the video.

These remote collaboration sessions can be recorded and posted onto the Web for other scientists to playback and modify at their convenience. See the next section for details.

**Integration of FAST into a CPSE for asynchronous collaboration**

To create an asynchronous collaborative visualization tool, which we named FASTexpeditions [20], FAST was wrapped with a C Shell script to permit use with the World Wide Web. The data to be analyzed and the analysis sessions (journal files) are made available from Web pages. Selecting the data from a Web page causes the data to be downloaded to the local computer, FAST to be automatically launched on the local computer, and a script executed to set up the initial state of the analysis.

Subsequent selections of the segments of the analysis from the Web page cause the journal files for those
segments to execute. (For most of the investigations that we have posted to the Web, all of the analysis segment journal files are packaged and downloaded along with the initial data because doing this permits playing of any analysis segment without returning to the remote Web server for the journal files. In this case, the URL used on the Web page refers to the downloaded journal files on the local disk, so the Web browser gets these immediately from the local computer disk rather than waiting for the remote Web server to respond and deliver them.)

Sound files can be included in the journal files for an audio description of the analysis as it occurs.

To provide safety from people who might post malicious journal files, the C Shell wrapper scans each journal file and removes unsafe commands.

To facilitate the ease of collaboratively discussing the posted analyses with remote colleagues, the Web pages containing the FASTexpeditions also contain selections for automatically initiating a synchronous collaboration using remoteFAST (described above).

A utility was created to automatically generate a FASTexpedition Web page with URLs pointing to the data from the computer simulation and the journal files of the analysis segments.

**TEST RESULTS**

RemoteFAST and FASTexpeditions have been tested in collaborative sessions between sites within the US (primarily NASA Ames Research Center in California and the EPA in North Carolina), between sites in Perth Australia and the US (NASA Ames Research Center), between sites in Monte Carlo and the US (EPA), and between sites in France and the US (EPA). Figure 1 shows the computer screen during a session.
RemoteFAST and FASTexpeditions have proven to be highly effective for synchronous and asynchronous collaboration. The effectiveness of the collaboration was nearly as good as being together in the same office and looking at the same workstation while using FAST for the analysis or for a playback of an analysis. All of the features listed in the "FEATURES DESIRED IN COLLABORATIVE ANALYSIS TOOLS" section above were achieved.
For synchronous collaboration, the response of the visual analysis tool was nearly the same as in stand-alone mode. All sites were able to view the same high resolution (1280x1024), dynamic (greater than 10 frames per second), 3D scenes simultaneously. (Individual sites could independently control their own scene viewing position, but the viewing position could also be resynchronized with the controlling site's viewing position.) Control of the analysis was easily transferred between sites. The bandwidth utilized between sites during a remote collaboration session was measured to peak at less than 1 K bit/second. Note that this low bandwidth utilization and high display performance is achieved by sending script commands over the network and by having the local computer create and render the scenes. This performance cannot now (and will not in the near future) be achieved by sending pixels over the network. Even systems that send scene graphs (such as VRML files) over the network do not match this performance.

For asynchronous collaboration, the analyses posted on the Web were easily downloaded and played. After the initial data download, the playback performance was identical to the performance of playback from journal files on the local disk.

Stereo glasses were often used to obtain stereoscopic scenes in both synchronous and asynchronous modes.

The major advantages of FASTexpeditions (wherein data and journal files of analysis sessions are posted on the Web) over VRML or movie files posted on the Web are:

1. The 3D display performance is superior.

2. Viewers download the actual data and can perform their own “what if” analysis on the data.

3. Viewers can modify the analyses they download and post their own analyses back on the Web.
4. Viewers can collaboratively review and modify the posted analyses with remote colleagues, and these analyses can be posted back onto the Web.

RemoteFAST and FASTexpeditions were used in conjunction with InPerson™, SGI’s desktop video conference tool, whenever the network bandwidth was high enough (i.e., between France and the US and between sites within the US), and ordinary phones were used instead of InPerson™ when the network bandwidths would not support satisfactory desktop video (i.e., between Monte Carlo and the US and between Australia and the US).

The scenario used most often to demonstrate the features of FASTexpeditions and remoteFAST follows:

1. A scientist goes to a Web site where FASTexpeditions (data from computer simulations of physics and journal files of various analyses of the data) are posted.

2. The scientist selects one of the FASTexpeditions and views several of the analyses of the data.

3. The scientist then extends the authors analysis with his/her own “what if” analysis.

4. The scientist then contacts the author of the posted data with a phone or InPerson™ and asks the author about one of the features seen in an analysis.

5. The author and the scientist then both initiate a remote collaboration (by making selections on the Web page to automatically start remoteFAST).

6. The author and the scientist then use remoteFAST collaboratively to investigate the feature.

Typically, the desktop video was only used at the beginning of the collaborative session when establishing initial contact. When the interest shifted from the initial “hello” to the analysis of the data, the primary focus was shifted to the 3D scenes of the visual analysis process and to the audio.
SUMMARY

CPSEs have the potential for a major impact in scientific research. To achieve this potential, it is important to include the scientist's favorite analysis tools within his CPSE. However, most current scientific analysis tools cannot be easily modified to work well in a collaborative environment. Therefore, when designing future scientific analysis tools, it is important to design them to work well in a collaborative environment. The features desired in a collaborative analysis tool were listed, and the design criteria for the analysis tool to achieve the desired features were provided.

The features required in CPSE architectures to support the specified design criteria were presented. A review of some proposed CPSE architectures indicated that some do not support the specified design criteria. In particular, the popular ITU standard, T.120, does not support highly interactive, dynamic, high resolution, 3D graphical interfaces.

To demonstrate that the design criteria would provide the desired features, a popular analysis tool that contains the design criteria was incorporated in a CPSE and tested. The tests showed that the tool was very effective for both synchronous and asynchronous collaboration and it provided all of the desired features listed.
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